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The purpose of this paper is to give a characterization of odd-order 
extensions of the finite simple orthogonal groups &,+r(q), q odd, n sufficiently 
large, by the centralizer of an involution of type 272 (in L&+r(q)), i.e., the 
dimension of the negative space of the involution is 2n. We show: 
THEOREM. Let q be an odd primepower and let q :S E (mod 4), where 
E L-: f  1. Let G be a finite group, having an involution u, such that C,(u) 
satis$es 
(i) 0(&(U)) = 1. 
(ii) C,(U) has a normal subgroup K, of odd index p, such that 
Kc = CL& c&t), where t is an involution of type 2n in C&&q). 
(iii) n>,5,ifE=l,andn38,ifE=--1. 
If  G f  O(G) . Cc(u), then G . 2s a split-extension of 52,,i.r(q) by a group of 
(Jield-)azltomorphisms of order p. 
The Section 1 contains information about the structure of C,(u). Then in 
Section 2 the fusion in G of involutions from C,(U) is determined completely. 
The results of Section 2 hold for all odd q and a11 n 2 3. Then it is shown 
in Section 3 that under all assumptions of the theorem G contains a subgroup 
K, K G s1)z,+I(q). Moreover it is shown that K Q (K, Q>, where Q is the 
complement to K, in C,(u) and that K n Q = 1. Finally, in Section 4 it is 
shown that the subgroup KQ -= i? cannot be a proper subgroup of G. 
Originally the author only proved the theorem for E = 1, but a new 
result of W. J. Wong makes it possible to prove the theorem in the present 
form. I thank Professor Wong for sending a preprint of his result. It should be 
mentioned that Wong has used the same result to classify L?,(q), q odd, n 
sufficiently large, by the centralizer of an involution of type 2. 
Copyright 0 1974 by Academic Press, Inc. 
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We have first to determine the structure of C,(U) and to deduce some 
elementary properties of the group. It is included here because the information 
apparently is not available elsewhere. 
Let q bc an odd prime-power, GF(q) the Galois field with q elements and 
I’ a 2n + l-dimensional vector space over GF(q) with an orthogonal geometry 
of type (I), n _ > 3. (See [l, p. 1441). This means that 
Y=P,l ..’ -L pn I (‘L.), 
where the Pi’s are hyperbolic planes and z2 72 1. 
Let O,,+,(q) = 0( I’) be the group of V, 
Oi;+kd = lx E 02,+,(q) I det x = 11 and 
Q2ndd -y [O,n+dq), 02n+k?)l~ 
the commutator subgroup. Q2,+l(q) is the intersection of the kernels for the 
determinant map and the spinorial norm. 
In general, if Vi is an arbitrary finite-dimensional space with an orthogonal 
geometry, then any involution z E 0( P’r) can be written as x = - lU- J- I LI , 
where zi- I li is an orthogonal splitting of V, . DimoF(,)l/-- is called the 
type of x. 
Let x E O2,+l(q) be an involution with corresponding orthogonal splitting 
u-- J- u. Clearly, 
x E O&.,.,(q) o dim f,:--. = 2r for some Y, 1 ,<r<n. 
Suppose x E O&+,(q), dim U- =: 2r. Then by [I, p. 1441 we may write 
U- in one of the forms 
(111) U-=P,I...IP, 
(IV) u- = PI 1 ... 1 Prml 1 w, 
where Pi is a hyperbolic plane and W an anisotropic plane. 
If U- is of type (III) (type (IV), respectively) then the group of U- is 
denoted O,,( 1, q) (O,,( - 1, q), respectively). 
Choose 6 E { - 1, l> such that q E a(4). If 8 denotes the spinorial norm it is 
easily calculated that 
+-lpi) =: 1 <3 6 = 1 
0(-l,) = I-6 = -1, 
where Pi and W are as above. 
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Let K be a nonsquare in GF(q). We then find that 
Thus for a given q and Y one can determine a type for U- ((III) or (IV)), 
such that x E !22rA+1(q) if and only if U- has this type. 
LEMMA (1.2). Two involutions in Q,,,,(q) are conjugate if and only if 
they have the same type. Thus Q 2ai1(q) has n conjugacy classes of involutions. 
Proof. Let x = - lU- 1 I U and X, 2 -- - 1 U1-- _L 1 u, be 2 involutions 
in 122ni.1(q). If x2 := x1 for x E &? zn+l(q) then (U-)x --- U--, so x and x1 have 
the same type. Conversely, if dim U - = dim U,- then by the sentence 
preceding this lemma we see that there exists a zr E O(V) mapping U- onto 
Ur--. Choose x’ E 0( U,-) with same determinant and spinorial norm as or . 
Then z ::= x1 * (a’ 1 1 U,> E Q,, ,.l(q) and x2 2 x1 . 
Let t be an involution of type 2n in Q2n.,.l(q), t = - 1 p -1 1 Caj . 
Then (1.1) implies the following: 
Let E E (-- 1, I>, q” = ~(4). 
IfE = 1, then ti is of type (III) and a* -= I. 
If E = - 1, then P is of type (Iv) and a2 = K. 
Thus O(P) E OZn(c, q). We want to determine 11 = C’Q,,+-,(a)(t). 
Now clearly 
co ,,,,dt) = O(Q) x 0((a)) E ()2a(5 4 x Odd 
(1.3) 
since an element of the centralizer must stabilize ‘13 and (a). Thus 
As the pairing on V, P is kept fixed WC may consider the spinorial norm 19 
as a map with domain O(V), O(q [I, p. 1941. 
Consider the projection map from H to O(p). This map establishes an 
isomorphism from H onto a subgroup K, of O(P) -: O&E, 4) of index 2. 
Kl --.I (X E O(q O(X) is a square) 
K-., = (X E O(P) j det x * e(x) is a square}. 
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(If E = -/- 1 then e(- l,,,) is a square and of course e(l,,,) is a square. If 
E = - 1 then S = - 1 so det(- I,,,) = - 1 is a nonsquare in GF(p). Also 
0(-l,,,) = a* isanonsquare,sodet(-l<,,) . 0(-l,,,)anddet(l<,,) . 8(1,,,) 
are both squares). 
LEMMA (1.4). H s K, contains 2n conjugacy classes of involutions. Two 
involdms aYe conjugate in K, zy they have the same type. 
Proof. Consider K, & Osn(~, 4). If 1 < K < 2n, consider a splitting 
P = U-- 1 U rh m ere dim U- == K. There are 2 possibilities for the type of 
the geometry of U-. For exactly one of them - 1 u-. 1. IV E K, . So K, 
contains involutions of arbitrary type k, 1 < k < 2n. By a similar argument 
to that of (1.2) one can show that 2 involutions of K, are conjugate in K, iff 
they have the same type. This proves (1.4). 
Remark. Let xi , xa E K, be involutions of type 2k - 1, 2k respectively, 
1 < k < n. The inverse image of x1 under the isomorphism H + K, is 
(Xl ? -1 (a)), while the inverse image of x, is (xa , j-l,,,). Thus, considered 
as elements in HE J&,+,(q), xi and x2 have the same type, namely 2k. This 
motivates the results of the next section, in which it is shown that the 
assumption G f O(G) . Co(u) implies that involutions of type 2k - 1 and 
2k are fused in G. For convenience we call an involution in H of type 1, if 
its image in K, under the isomorphism H + K, is of type 1, 1 < 1 < 2n. 
Let us from now on identify II with the subgroup K, of O&E, Q). 
Consider again the splitting 
v- iq(a). 
D(V) = (-l)“, as V is of type (I) by assumption. Here 11 means the 
descriminant. We have 
D(V)= VI 
! 
if n is even or 6 = 1 
K if n is odd and 6 = - 1, 
where as before K is a nonsquare in GF(q). Thus 
(Remember that D(V) is only defined modulo the squares in GF(q).) Then 
it follows from (1.3) that in both cases D(p) = 1. Using the fact that any 
2-dimensional subspace of V contains vectors of arbitrary square, the fact 
that D(p) =z 1 implies that we may choose an orthogonal basis 
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e.2 z a2 I_= I 
1 for E -x 1 
z K for E = -1, 1 < i < 2n. 
Define ti E O&E, q) by 
Then it is easily checked that t+ E K, , 1 < i < 2n. 
If we define 
D = (t1 ) t, )..., ten) 
then obviously D is an elementary abelian subgroup of K, of order 2an. 
Let X =-: (1, 2,..., 2n), A C: X a subset. Then we define 
Then tx = t, and ta is an involution in K, of type I A /. Thus D contains 
representatives of all conjugacy classes of involutions in K, . 
The following elementary lemma is of great importance for the next 
section: 
LEMMA (1.5). Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of K, of order 2”“. 
Then there exists an orthogonal basis {fi , fiz ,.. ., fzn} of p, such that evmy 
element of E is a product of involutions of the form -1 cf.> 1 I tif,,i,Jzi)) . 2 
Proof. First we note that by induction on k the following statement is 
easily verified: 
If C is an orthogonal space, E C O(U) an elementary abelian 2-subgroup, 
dim c’ -=-z k, then U is an orthogonal direct sum of subspaces of dimension 1 
or 2, each admitting E. 
Therefore we may write P y-2 WI 1 .-* J- W, , where the W$‘s are 
2-dimensional subspaces of 1’, each admitting E. 
Let rS, be the kernel of the restriction homomorphism 
aI: E --z- Oz(7j, q) -= O(W,): x ----t x iw, , -q ..Y 2-1. 
Oa(7 , q) is dihedral, so j dim( < 4. Thus 1 E : E1 j < 4. Define inductively E, 
as the kernel of the restriction map CQ : Et-, -+ 0( Wi). Then / RibI : ES / < 4, 
2 f i < n. An element of E, is the identity on all Wi’s, so & = 1. Sow 
22n=,El = IE:En, =‘E:E~;I.!~~:E~i.../E,__,:fS,i <4”=-2”“. 
Hence ! Ei : I?_1 =:- 4 for i = 0, l,..., n --- 1 (putting E --‘= I&). In particular 
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I E,-, : = 4, and if x E E,-i , then x:WIL...IWn-l = 1. This implies that there 
exists an orthogonal basis {fan-r ,fan} for W, , such that 
where (.)’ denotes orthogonal complement. 
As -lcfzn-,) 1 lcfzn-l)’ E K, , a2 *f &-1 is a square. So we may assume 
a2 = f lnP1 . Similarly we may assume aa = f i, . Now it is clear how a 
recursive argument will finish the proof. 
Remark. Lemma (I .5) shows that D is a maximal elementary abelian 
2-subgroup of K, and that every such subgroup arises in the same way. 
However, 2 such subgroups need not be conjugate in K, (unfortunately). 
Let X := (1, 2,..., 2n) and let P(X) be the set of subsets of X. Then 
D =(ta IAE9(X)}.IfwedefineA~B:=AuB\AnBforA,B~PP(X), 
then (P(X), c) is an elementary abelian 2-group and the mapping A F+ tA 
is an isomorphism of Y(X) onto D. 
For A E P(X) define pA :== lisA (eJ, A’ :== X\A, and let 0, = 0( PA) 
denote the group of pA . Let 
and 
L,:-{x~K,]x/y~, = I> 
Qn,:=={~~K,~x~~~,-landdetx==l}. 
Then Q, L2 LA g2 0, , if ! A ( > 2 (E2 means subgroup of index 2). 
O{<) = L{dj = (&), 1 < i < 2% 
Finally define HA :- CKE(tA). As t . tA = t,,, we get HA -:= HA’ for 
A E Y(X). 
LEMMA (I .6). (1) For 2 < 1 A i ,< 2n - 2 and A E 9(X), HA is iso- 
rno~phic to a subdirect product of 0, and O,, . Moreover there exists an 
involution 1.4~ E HA , such that u, normalizes LA and LA1 and such that: 
H/g = (L/j x LRf)(UA)’ 
(2) [HA , HA] z Q, X Sz,, for aZZ A E P(X). 
(3) Let A E g(X). Tken nisA CK,(ti) = (XiEn LJ x LA, , whereL, = Lb) . 
Proof. (1) Clearly CKE(tA) < 0( pAA) X 0( PA,) =- 0, X 0,~ . If y E 0, 
we may find an element y’ E 0,’ with the same determinant and spinorial 
norm as y. This is because 1 A’ 1 2 2. Then y . y’ E CKE(tA). The same 
argument is true with A and A’ interchanged. This proves the first statement. 
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LA and L,, arc both normal subgroups of CKE(tJ and L, n L,* = 1, so 
LA x L,, C C&,). s ince j A / 3 2 and j A’ 1 >, 2 we may choose involutions 
u, E O,\L, , uz E O,,\L,, . Put uA = (ur , %a). Then u, E CKE(tA), 
uA#LA x LA* and uA2 = 1. 
This proves (1). 
(2) As HA = EIA, we may assume j A j 2 1 A’ /. Clearly we always have 
Qsz, x Q“p c CKe(tA) z OA x o*’ - 
Computing commutator subgroups gives 
Now QA’ x Q”, = GA x GA, except in the case I A’ ’ = 2, where .QA+ is 
cyclic. However, as in this case, CK,(t,) is a subdirect product we may for 
every x’ E Sz,, find an x E s2, , such that x . x’ E [CKE(tA)]‘. Hence QA x sZ,t c 
[CKE(t,J]‘, proving (2). The proof in the case / A’ I -= 1 follows from (3). 
For 1 A’ / = 0 it is trivial. 
(3) Let A E Y(X). Then ni,,, CK,(ti) is a subgroup of (XicEA 01,)) x 0,~ . 
This subgroup has index 2, if j A I < 2n - I, and index I, if I A 3 2% - 1. 
As Oti) = Lti) , and L,, g 0,) is of index 2 for / A’ I > 2, and of index 1 for 
1 A’ / = 0, 1, the result follows. 
Remark. From (1.6) (3) it follows that CKE(D) = D. 
Let HI be a group having K, as a normal subgroup of odd index p, such 
that t E K, is central in HI . 
LEMMA (1.7). HI has 2n conjugacy classes of involutions. 
Proof. KG has 212 conjugacy classes of involutions and the representatives 
can be chosen among the elements of D. Suppose that 
where x E HI and / A j # j B I. As x c N(KJ, conjugation with x is an 
isomorphism of CK,(tA) onto CKE(tR), i.e., HA g HB . We conclude from 
Lemma (1.6), (2) that / A 1 = B j or / A 1 = / B’ /. So we may as well 
assume rl =--- B’. Then x interchanges by conjugation t, and tA, . But then 
also any odd power x7{ of x will interchange ta and ta, . As x has even order a 
2-element of EIr will fuse ta and t,,) . But all 2-elements of Hr are in KY, as 
K, 4 EIr and i klr : K, : is odd. This is a contradiction, as t,, and tR arc not 
conjugate in K, . 
By the type of an involution in III we mean the type of the invohrtion in 
K, . By (1.7) this is well-defined. 
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LEMMA (1.8). Let A E g(X), A # X. Then 
I CH,(~A> : C&AI = I HI : K, I = P. 
Proof. All HI-conjugates of ta lie in KY, and by (1.7) involutions in K, 
arc conjugate in HI if and only if they are conjugate in K, . Thus 
I K : C&A), = I f4 : C&J!. 
Lemma (1.8) has the following partial extension: 
LEMMA (1.9). Let 1 < k < 2n - 1. Then 
Proof. By induction on k. For k = 1 it follows from (1.8). Let 
2 < k < 2n - 2. As / CH1(tl ,..., t,-,) : CK,(tl ,..., t&i = p is odd, all 
2-elements of CHl(t, ,..., t,-,) are contained in CK,(tl ,..., t,-,). By Lemma 
(14, (3) 
C&l Y.‘., t,-,) = L, x *** x L-1 x 4e,k+l,...,zd Y 
and as 2% - (k - 1) > 3 all involutions of type 1 in Lta,...,enj are conjugate 
in 4r,...,zn~ . Since an involution in CK,(tl ,..., t,-,) has to stabilize (er), 
+A+., <ek-J and <e k ,..., eao), an involution of type 1 in CKE(tl ,..., t,-,) is 
t r ,..., t,_, or a conjugate to t, . Any C,(t, tl ,..., t,-,)-conjugate of t, lies in 
CK,(tl ,..., tk-.,) and is of type 1 by (1.7), so it is conjugate to t, in 
CK,(tl ,..., t&. Hence 
(*I 
and the induction hypothesis for k - 1 gives the result. For k=2n-I 
C& )..., tp,-2) = L, x .‘. x Lf&-z x L{&$-I,.&} . 
Lbl,27Ll is a subgroup of a dihedral group and contains the four-group 
<t2n--l , t.&, so it is dihedral. It contains 2 conjugacy classes of involutions of 
tYPe 1. 
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By the same argument as above we get 
As p is odd the last possibility is excluded by the diagram (*). 
COROLLARY (1.10). There exists a subgroup Q 6 Hl of orders p, such that 
Hl = Q . K, and CHl(D) = D x Qs 
Proof. By (1.9) and the remark after (1.6) we get / C,JD> : D : = p. 
p is odd, so D has a 2-complement Q in Hl by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. 
Then / Q ! = p and CHl(D) = D x Q. As Q n IC, c CKB(D) = D we get 
Q n K, = 1. An orderconsideration gives Hl := Q * K. 
COROLLARY (1.1 I). Let D, be a subgroup of D. Then C,l(D,) = 
Q * G&>- 
2. FUSION OF hVOLtJTIONS 
In this section we assume that G is a finite group having an involution zb, 
such that C,(U) is isomorphic to the group Hl of Section 1. Moreover we 
assume G # O(G) . C,(u). We identify C,(u) and Hi . Then u is the 
involution t E K, . 
LEMMA (2.1). Assume p = 1. 
(1) If 1 A j = 2k, 2 < k < n - 1, then t and t, are not conjugate in G. 
(2) If j A : = 2 and t and ta are G-conjugate, then there exists a x E G, 
such that x-9x == tA and x-lt,x = t. 
Proof. (1) Suppose false and let for some x E G x-it,,% =I: t. Then 
conjugation with x is an isomorphism from HA = Cc;(t, t,) onto 
CG(tZ, t) C K, . 
As D contains representatives for all conjugacy classes of involutions in 
H = C(t) we may assume ta = tB for some B E 9(X). Thus H,, s Hs , so 
(1.6) (2) implies that G,, x Sr,, .g QB x G,r . At least one of the factors on 
both sides is indecomposable, so it is easily seen that the Krull-Remak- 
481128/3-14 
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Schmidt (KRS) theorem implies 1 A i = j B / or : A j = j B’ 1. Thus we may 
assume that B = A or B = A’. We see then that x induces an isomorphism 
of QA X QA* mapping t, into t. 
The above argument works also for j A 1 = 2. Assume now that 1 A 1 > 2. 
If 1 A’ j > 2, then Q, and Q,f are both indecomposable, so by the uniqueness 
part of the KRS theorem [5, Satz I, 12, (5b)] x will either fix both QA and Q,, 
or interchange them. As Z(Q,J = <t,> and Z(sZ,e) = (tAp), x will map t 
into t, a contradiction. If ; A’ I = 2, QAp is cyclic, so I1: z QA . Then x 
fixes Z(Q,J = tA , again a contradiction. 
(2) If 1 A / = 2 II: g QAf , so x fixes tap . Hence X%X = x-ltAtacx = 
t*ta* I= t A- 
LEMMA (2.2). Let p = 1. t is not fused in G to an involution of type 2. 
Proof. (Suggested by P. Fong). Suppose false. By (2.1) there exists x E G, 
such that 
x-ltx = t{l& x-lt(,,,)x = t. (*I 
For odd K, xk also satisfies (*), so assume that x is a 2-element. x E NG(13t1,sl). 
BY Lemma U-6), (I), fh2~ = (-h2) x L{3,4,...,2nd<~). Put A =: 13,4,..., 24. 
Let S := L{l,e) x (ta>. S is a normal subgroup of Ht,,,, , and is in fact the 
solvable radical of H{l,2t . (The factor group Ht1,2)/S is isomorphic to O,/(tA) 
whose solvable radical is 1.) Thus x E Nc(S), as S char HiI,,, . tl , t, EL{~,~} , 
SOL{~,~) is dihedral. If t(,,,) is a square inLl1,2) , say x2 = t(i,,) , then x, z-l, xt, 
and .rltA are the only elements of order 4 in S. As x permutes them by 
conjugation, we have a contradiction to (*). Thus Lf,,,} has a S,-subgroup 
of order 4. As a 2-element x normalizes a 2-Sylow group of S, say S, x (t,), 
Sl E SYW{ld All L f,,,)-conjugates of x also satisfy (*), so after replacing x 
by a suitable conjugate we may assume that x normalizes (tl , t, , t,). Then 
x-‘&x = tl , t, , tltA or tetA . 
If x-9,x = tit,, then x-9,x = x-It1 . t{,,,) x == tltAt = t, and if x+,x = t2tA 
then x-Q = t, . By renumbering we may assume 
x-9,x = tl or t, . 
As H~1,2~ is a subdirect product of 0{1,2) and 0, there exists an element 
T E H(,,,i , such that T-Q,T = t, . As XT also fulfills (*) we may assume 
x-9,x = t, . 
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Then x-9,x = tltA , so x-‘Qlx2 - tlta . As x2 E K, and tItA is of type 2% - 1, 
we have a contradiction to (1.4). 
LEMMA (2.3). t is not fused in G to an involz*tiore of even type f2n 
(p arbitrary). 
Proof. Suppose false. x-lt,x =-- t, ,A =2k, 1 <k<n--l. Then 
tz E CJt), so we may assume t* = tB , B E: P(X). Then conjugation by x 
is an isomorphism of CG(t, t,) onto C&(t, tB). By (1.11) C,(t, t,J := Q * N, 
and C&, tB) -= Q . J& . As j Q ) = P is odd, the commutator series of 
CJt, tA) terminates in QA , sZ,# or .Q, x Q,,, and the commutator series of 
(,;;(t, tB) terminates in QB , QB, or QB >: QB, . By the KRS theorem we 
conclude / A i = ; B / or / A : = j B’ j. Hence we may assume t,,, = tB or 
t, 2 tg . As IT,, is generated by its 2-Sylow groups, it is character5sti.c in 
C,(t, t,). Thus x induces by conjugation an automorphism of N, . !!?ow the 
arguments of (2.1)-(2.2) finish the proof. 
Having settled this part of the fusion problem, we can now show that t is a 
central involution in G. But first a little preparation is needed. 
DEFI~ITIOK. For i E iV let bi be defined by 2b” T (qi - 8) (highest 
power of 2 dividing . ..) and put b, = b. Let moreover pB and ai be defined by 
Pk T I Qdq)l> 2”i T 2i. 
(When k = 2b is even there are 2 possibilities for Qk(q), but we choose 
i&,(q q), where q* = 7(4).) 
LEMMA (2.4). (1) bz2k+l = bl , bzn: = 6, + 1 for all k EN 
(2) P232n+l= -1 +nb+~~~1ai,~2n = -2-Cnb+&cui. 
(3) c;=, CQ + cfr., ai < g:*," ffifOY k, 2 EN w (0). 
Proof. (I) As (q 2BSl - 6) : (q _ 8) = *"k + gg2?c-1 + q2k.-2 + . . . + 1 
which is odd (sum of odd number of odd integers), we see that b,,,, -=- b, = b. 
Moreover q”k - 82k = q”” - 1 :: (q” + a”)(@ - Sk). As 4 / (q” - a”), 
2 T (4” + Sk). Thus b,, = b, + 1, proving (1). 
(2) From (1) follows that b,, 7 b + oli . By the formulas on page 147 
in [I] 
I Jz,rL+ddl = (1/a * !F fi (P - 1) 
i-1 
n-1 
1 Q,,(q)1 = (l/2) * q*(n-l)(qn - P) fl ($8 - 1). 
id 
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Thus using (1) we find 
P - -1 + jJ 6,i = -1 -i-n6 + f 01~ 2n+1 - 
i=l i=l 
n-1 
pzn = -1 + 6, + c 6,, := -2 -+ f b‘& = -2 f nb + c CQ 
i=l i=l i=l 
(3) Assume k, I > 0. Consider the order of the centralizer of an involution 
of type 2K in Qs~+r)(6~~+~, q), where the geometry of the negative space is 
chosen with sign 6”. This centralizer has order 4 . 1 Qak(Sk, q)/ j &%&9, q)/. 
Thus 2 + ,&le + @ez < hkfl) . 
1.s. = -2 f (I2 + I)6 T i ai + i OIi 
i=l i=l 
k+l 
r.s. c;;: -2 + (k + Z)6 + C ai. 
i=l 
The result follows. If 6 = 0 or I = 0, it is trivial. 
LEMMA (2.5). Let 2~ T / Cc(t, t,&, where 1 A j = R is odd and Zet 
2” T ; K, I. Then 01 < p, i.e. ta is not a central involution in HI = C&t). 
Proof. Let first K + 1, 2n - 1. Then /3 = 1 + Pan and by (1.6) (1) 
a = 3 f /z?, + &n-k . \qrite k = 21$ 1. By (2.4) (2) 
01=3+ --If 
( 
16 + i ai) f (-1 + (n - Z - 1)b + ,j?J1 CQ) 
i=l .j=l 
= 1 + (n - Z)6 + i oli + “F1 OIi 
Cl i=l 
and 
Using that 6 3 2 and (2.4) (3) we get 
a = 1 + (n - 1)6 + i 01~ + “F1 01~ 
i=l i=l 
n-1 
<-l+n6+Coli 
i-1 
<-1+n6+&&. 
i=l 
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If k = 1, 2n - 1 we have 01 = 2 -I- ,6&-r := 1 $ (z - 1)b + Cyzl oli . 
Again 01 < /3. 
LEMMA (2.6). t is a central involution in G. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let D C S <1 T, where / T : S / = 2, S E Syl,(HJ 
and 1’ C G. Then t normalizes Z(S) c‘ CKE(D) = D. As T does not centralize 
t there exists z E T and A E P(X), B f X, such that x-9x = ta ) tA E Z(S). 
Thus S G Cc(t, t,), as ta E Z(S). By (2.5) / A / is not odd, and by (2.3) 1 A 1 
is not even. Contradiction. 
We can now finish our fusion-problem. 
LEMMA (2.7). Suppose that t N o te for some B E 9’(X). Then there 
exists a boolean isomorphism ? : P(X) --• C?(X) such that for all A E P(X) 
t.4 wG tg and such that fi :- XT. 
Proof. Let x E G such that x---9,x : y t. Then Dz L C(t), as t E D” and B* 
is elementary abelian. By (1.5) with E =- D” we find an orthogonal basis 
(fi , fi ,..., fzm} of p such that every element of Da is a product of involutions 
of the form ti’ - -1 (f.)Jcf,lL . If A E .9(X) let tA’ = l[lisA ti’. For 
A E .P(X) define d E @p(X) by ’ 
x-lt,x = tR^I. 
This makes sense, as tAz E D*. Clearly $ is a boolean isomorphism. To prove 
the lemma we need then only show that for A E 9(X) t,$ wK_E t,l’. 
Put PA’ = lieA ( fi). There exists a z E O(P) mapping V,, onto PA’ and 
PA< onto FL, . (Take the element mapping ei into fi). Either ! A i > 2 or 
j A’ ’ > 2. If j A 1 > 2 there exists a v E O(V,‘) of arbitrary determinant 
and spinorial norm. Replacing z by Z(V 1 1~2,) we may assume zz E K, . 
Similarly we treat the case / A’ / >, 2. Thus there exists a x E K, such that 
(pA).a = p,,‘. If o E pAa’ then (v) z-lt,,x = ((~)a.-~) tAx = (-(v),&)z : ---21. 
Thus z-lt,z = t,‘. 
Lemma (2.7) is very useful because it shows that fusion oft to an invoiution 
of lower type implies a lot of additional fusion. 
As a final preparation we need the following elementary lemma about 
P(X). 
LEMMA (2.8). Let k be an odd integer, 1 < k < 2% - 1. 
(1) P(X) is generated by all its elements of caydinality k. In particular 
9(X) has a basis consisting of elements of cardinality k. 
(2) If furthermore, k =# 1, 2n - 1 and B E “P(X), / B j = k, then there 
exists a basis %F of g(X) consisting of elements of cardinality k, such that B $ Q. 
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Proof. (1) Let k8 be the subgroup of &Y(X), generated by sets ot cardinality 
k. Let Y, s E X, r # s and let A be a subset of X - {r, s} of cardinality k - 1. 
Put A, = A u (r>, A, = A u (~1. Then A, Q A, =: (Y, s}, and A, , A, E .%. 
Thus g contains all 2-element subsets of X. If Y E X choose a subset A & X, 
such that TEA and /A! ==k. Write A -(~>~~~~,~~}III...cI(Y~-~,Y~} 
(disjoint union). Then (Y> =.. A 0 (P, , ~~‘3) 0 ... 0 {rkpl , rk> E ?Y’, so S? contains 
all l-element subsets of X. Thus .8 = Y(X). 
(2) Kow assume k # 1, 2n - 1; ; B j = k. We may assume B = 
(1, 2 ,..., k}. Sow choose a basis A, ,..., APnpz of X - (2n - 1,2n} consisting 
of sets of cardinality k - 2. This can be done by (1) as k - 2 2 1 is odd. 
It is easily verified that the sets Ai u (2n - 1,2n}, i = l,... ,2n - 2, 
(1, 2 )..., k - 1, 2n - I>, (1, 2 ,..., k - 1,2n} form a basis for P(X). They 
are all different from B. 
LEMMA (2.9). t is fmed in G to an involution of odd type k. Moreover tke 
only possibilities for k are 1 and 2n - 1. 
Proof. By a theorem of Glauberman (see (2B) in [6]), t is conjugate in G 
to an involution in Cc(t) different from t, say t ho tB . By (2.3) 1 R 1 is odd, 
say 1 B j = k. Assume x-9,x = t. Apply (2.7) and let us examine the map ?. 
We have fi =; X. By Lemma (2.Q (I), we can find a basis BI ,..., B,, of 
Y(X) such that 1 Bi j =-_ k, i = l,..., 2n. B is a product of &‘s, say 
B =z B, o ... o B, . Then 1 is odd, as 1 B / and I Bi j are odd. As : is a homo- 
morphism we have 
X=~Br=$o.-.o&. 
Not all of the ; & I’s are odd because then / X ; would be odd, so assume 
I& j is even. We have 
t -G tB -Kc tBl -G bl . 
As ! 8, j is even we must have 2, : IV. Thus B = B, . We conclude that 
B must be a member of every basis of g(X) consisting of elements of 
cardinality k =z 1 B /, so by Lemma (24, (2), / B 1 = 1 or 2n - 1. This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA (2.10). t is not fused in G to both an involution of type 1 and an 
involution of type 2n - 1. 
Proof. Let us assume that the set B in the proof of (2.9) is of cardinality I, 
say B = {I}. Then (?} = X and by (2.9) l(z”}l := 1 or 2% - 1 for 2 < i < 2n. 
We claim that !{z^}! = 1 for 2 < i ,( 2n. Assume for instance that 
l(2)/ == 272 - 1. 
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Then 
a set of cardinality I. Rut then tt,.,) w tti$) ,- t, N t, contradicting (2.3). 
Inductively we then get 
/{I, 2,; k) j := 2n - k -+ I for 2 < k .< 2n. 
Thus in particular 
]{l, 2,: 272 - l)\ T 2, 
so an involution of type 2n -- 1 is conjugate to an involution of type 2. 
We see that f cannot also be conjugate to an involution of type 2n -.- 1. 
FYe know that Co(l) = Q K, , Q n K, -: I. Let h E Q, x E K, . Define 
(h.x)+’ : - h . (det x) x EI- Q . KC . It is easily checked that v is an automorphism 
of Co(l). The only thing that has to be proved is that for h E i-I, x E K, det x = 
det(x”). This holds because Qx 7: [Kc , K,] char K, and x E 52, e det .V -= 1. 
Thus 9: is an automorphism of Cc(t) mapping involutions of type k, k odd, 
into involutions of type 2n -- k. So zL’e need only consider the case, where t ti 
conjugate fo an involution of type 2n - 1. This is done in the following. 
PROPOSITION (2.11). For 1 ::; k .< n involutions of type 2k -- 1 are fused 
in G to involutions of type 2k. 
Proof. Notation as in proof for (2.9). Define Xi = X - {i), 1 :G i :< 2n 
and assume R .-- Xi . 
By (2.9) and (2.10) WC get 
( ifi j = 2n - I for 2 ~55 i :< 272. (*I 
It is easy to see that 
and 
Then (*) implies that 
: zl (: ... 0 8,, 1 = ... - j Xc z2 z2, L o .-..: 2k 1? 1 :<k<n. 
This proves (2.11). 
PROPOSITION (2.12). More fusion of involutions in IZl than described in 
(2.11) is impossible. 
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Proof. &pose false. Let B, Bl be sets of even cardinality, 1 B 1 + ! Bl 1 
and assume y-lts,y == ts for some y E G. (By (2.11) it suffices to consider 
this case). Then (D, fly> r Co(t,). There exists a z E Co(t,) so that D and 
Dgz lie in the same &subgroup of Cc(ts), so we may as well assume that 
(0, 0”) is a 2-group. As t is central (Lemma (2.6)) there exists an element 
x E G such that (D, Dy>” = (D”, DYx) g Co(t). In analogy with the proof 
of (2.7) we get 2 B(X)-indexed sets of involutions tA’, t> , A EP(X) and 2 
boolean isomorphisms C, 7: P(X) -+ P(X), such that 
X-ltAX = tJ’ and X-ly-ltAyX - t2. 
We also see that ta mG tA and t,,, wo tz for all A E 9(X). If X = X =lX 
then x and y . x E C,(t), so y E CG(t), contradicting the assumption 
iBj $: ;BII. 
So let us assume ! X j + 2%. Then necessarily 18 i == 2% - 1. 3 permutes 
the sets of cardinality \(2n - 1 in Y(X), because otherwise t would be 
conjugate to an involution of type <2n - 2. As in the proof of (2.11) we see 
that P will map sets of cardinality 2K into sets of cardinality 2K or 2K - 1. 
If j A 1 3 2n - 1 then also ( A” 1 > 2n - 1 because 
Thus Y permutes the sets of cardinality >2n - 1, so Y will also map sets of 
cardinality 2k into sets of cardinality 2k or 2k - 1. 
But we know that 
t&' Z &x =t x-ly-ltB,yx zzz t;i, 
whence 1 B j = / B, 1, as both 1 2 1 and j $ ] is the dimension of the negative 
space of ts' = t& . As we have assumed j B / and ) B, ( to be even, the above 
remarks about $ and Y imply I B j == [ Bl I, a contradiction. 
3. CONSTRUCTIOS OF A SUBGROUP ISOMORPIJIC TO Q,,,,(q) 
Let G be a group satisfying all assumptions of the main theorem. We 
show in this section that G contains a subgroup K, Kg S2snAl(q), that Q 
normalizes K and that K n Q =- 1. 
This follows without too much difficulty from our results on fusion 
together with a new theorem of Wong [7]. 
DEFISITION. Let x’ =: (0, 1, 2 ,...) 24 =: x u (01. xi:=x-{i}, 
1 <i<22n. X,:-X. 
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If A E X’ and f is a permutation of A, then an element x E G is said to 
induce f if 
LEMMA (3.1). Let i, j, k be d$ferelzt elements in X. There exists an element 
x2’ E G, such that 
!x$) induces (Oi) in X’ - {j, k) 
c.$ 6s G(qj,k]). 
Proof. Let x E G fuse t,, and t 2 txo , say x itzuix = t. 
x exists by (2.11). By Sectfon 2 there exists an orthogonal basis (jr ,...,faJ 
of P and a boolean map c: P(X) --t g(X) such that 
v.‘4 E @p(X) : x-lt,x -= tA^’ 
where t,’ is defined in analogy with ta , but with regard to the basis (fl ,..., fin]. 
By (2.9) and (2.10) c p ermutes the sets X, , 1 E x’. Let the corresponding 
permutation of the indices be denoted rz . 
If K is an even permutation of X = (1, 2,..., 2721, then let yK’ be the element 
in K, defined by (fJ,: =.: fcl),< for 1 E X. 
For all even permutations K of X, xy,’ will also fuse tx, and t, and it is z 
easily seen that 
Thus by replacing x by x . yK’ for a suitable K we may assume that T% = (Oi) 
or 7re = (Oi)( jk). 
Choose an element y E K, such that 
and 
(fib y-- ez EEX-{j,k) 
It is then easily checked that $’ :- x . y satisfies (c)~,~,~ , 
DEFI;\‘ITION. If K is an even permutation of X, we define y, E K, by 
(ei)yK = e(d, for all i E X. 
(yK has both determinant and spinorial norm 1). It is easily checked that 
yK induce K on X. 
c3.2) 
for A E g(X). 
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Notation. Let A C X and let x E G induce f on X’ - A. Extend f 
arbitrarily to a permutation J of x’. Let K, , Kl ,..., Kz be the orbits for x 
OEK,,. Let moreover for some i, O<i<l, B’==K,,UK,U+.*UK, 
andB=K,+I~..-~K,. 
PROPOSITION (3.3). Suppose in the above notation that (1) / B I 3 3. 
(2) j Kj j < 2, 0 < j < i. (3) If Bj _C A, then x E C&J Then x E N&2,). 
Proof. Let K0 = (0) u K’, so 1 K’ j < 1. It is easy to check, that for 
1 <j < i we have x E N,J(t, tK, , tKi)). (tK, can be 1.) Consequently 
x E No(C), where C = Cc(t, txp , tK1 ,..., tKI , tB). By (1.11) C -_ Q . C, , 
where 
LK’ x L, x L, x **. x Lq x L, 
c c, c OK’ x 0, x 0, x **- x 0, x 0,. 
As ) Q / = p is odd and as the commutator series of 
OK’ x 0, x *** x o,, x OB 
terminates in GB by conditions (1) and (2), the commutator series of C 
terminates in n, . Thus Sz, char C, so x normalizes Sz, . 
DEFIKITIOK. Let OsA_CX’, 3 < [Ai <2n--2. Put B= A-{0} 
and B’-X-B==X’-A. Choose DEB’ and j,kEX, ifjfk+i, 
such that either (j, k) CB or (j, k) r\ B = ia. Let x satisfy (*)f,j,lc and 
define 
LEMMA (3.4). GA is well-defined. 
Proof. We consider 3 cases: 
(i) i, j, k fixed. 
(ii) j, k fixed, i varies. 
(iii) i fixed, (j, k) & B is replaced by {j,, k’} & B’. 
When is it proved that J2A is well-defined in these cases, combinations of 
(i)-(iii) will prove that Sz, is well-defined for all choices of i, j, k satisfying 
the conditions of the theorem. Let us prove (i)-(iii). 
(i) Let x and x’ satisfy (*)i,i,8 . Then a&i induces the identity on 
X’ - (j, k} and centralizes t{i,k} . It follows from (3.3) with A = (j, k), 
B = B u (i>, f = (jk), that XX’-r E Nc(GBv{a). 
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(ii) Let x satisfy (*)i,i,k and x1 satisfy (*)i,,j,K , where i, ir E B’, i # ii . 
Let y =yK, where K := (iii)($). Then the element yxx, induces the 
permutation (ii,)(Oi)(Di,) = (0 ) i on X’ - (j, K), so yxxi satisfy (*)i,i,k a 
By (i), (3.2) and (3.3) 
qi)“B = l-2$, = q;“* = iq$“,. 
(iii) Let x satisfy (*)i,j,k and x1 satisfy (+)i,jl,k, , where (j, k) C B and 
{ j, ) kl) c 3’. xx;1 induces the identity on x’ -- (j, k, j, , kl> and centralizes 
$A and %,,Q~ . BY (3.3) with A = (j, k,jx , k,), R -= B w (i> and 
f = (jk)( j,k,) we get that xx;’ E NG(QBV(~t). 
LEMMA (3.5). Let A and B be disj&t subsets of X’, such that i A v 13 < 2n 
and 1 A : 3 3, / B 1 > 3. Then [Qh , a,] = 1. 
Proof. If 0 $ A and 0 # B the result is trivial, so assume 0 E A. Choose 
i E X -- (A u B) and j, k E A - (0) --: A, . If x satisfies (*)i,j,B, then 
x f NG(s2,) by (3.3). Clearly [&?a,u(i} , -Q8] = 1. Conjugation with x gives 
the result. 
LEWMA (3.6). [%,~,an--21 > J--h,,,, ~2nd -= 1. 
Proof. By (3.5) we have [Q, , Q+zn-r,z~~] -- : 1 for every proper subset A 
of {l, 2,..., 2~2 - 2) with / A ! 3 3. By f3, p. 1611, it follows that fz!l,a ,..., anet1 
is generated by {GA / A C (1, 2 ,..., 2n - 2), / A >, 3). 
LEMMA (3.7). There exist an element y E G with the properties 
(1) Y E J4o,zn-1,23 - 
(21 ‘Q&2 ,.... w--11 = JzGm2 I..., a--2} * 
Proof. Let yr = y(r sn sn-rl E K, . Then yr E S;l~1,2n--I,Bn} and induces 
(1 2n 2% - 1) on X’. Let x satisfy (+)1,8,4. Theny = yrz induces (0 2n 2n - 1) 
on X’ - (3, 4) and it centralizes t(3,4} . By definition y satisfies (1). If x 
satisfies (*)2n-r,a,4 then Szf, r 2,+2) -=y q1,2....,2n-11 . The element yz-r , ,..., 
induce (0 2n 2n -- I)(0 2n - 1) = (0 2n) on x’ - {3,4), so it satisfies 
(*I 2n,3,4 . By (3.3) y.+ normalizes Q!~i,~,...,~,-i1 . Thus (2) follows. 
At this point we apply the result of Wong [7]. It has the following con- 
sequence: 
THEO~SL Let W be a (2n - I)-dimensional orthogonal space over GF(q> 
with an orthogonal basis fl ,f2 ,...,f’Ln--I , such that fi2 -= fj2 for 1 & i, 
j < 2n -- I. Define a homomorphism CT: S,-, --)r Q(W), where S,-, is tke 
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symmetric group on (1, 2,..., n - 11, as follows: If r E Sswl then (7)~ maps fiidl 
into fi(i)r-l andf,, into fi(i)r, 1 < i < n - 1, andf,,, into itself. 
Suppose that K is a group generated by Q(W) and an element 7, such that: 
(i) cr can be extended to a homomorphism 6 from S, to K, so that 
(n - I n) f3 := 7, 
(ii) rnormalizesG((f ._ f. f .- f. f -))forl <i<j<n- 1. 22 1 P 22 ) 23 1, 23 s 2n 1 
(iii) n > 5 ;f E == 1 and n > 8 ;f E = -1, where y = 6 (mod 4); 
Then K s J&&q). 
PROPOSITION (3.8). Let K = (l&,l ,..., zn-z) , T), where 
7 =-= Y(2n--3 zn-11ten-a 2n) - 
Then K s Q2n+1(4). 
Proof. Let y be the element we found in (3.7). In the above theorem let 
W = (fi i 1 < i ,< 2n - l), where fi2 = e,,2. We identify Q(W) and 
&3,,, . . . ,2n-2) = Q&2,. . . .2n-1). via an isomorphism Q, defined by 
(x)@ = P, 27 E Q(W), 
where if x has the matrix M with respect to (fi ,..., f2n-1}, then A? E Qtr,, ,..., 2n-11 
has the same matrix with respect to {er , e, ,..:, eBnel}. Then 
(ijb E Qr"zi- 1,2&2&-1,2d = Qi2i--1,2i,2~--1,2d c J41,2,...,~~-~) 1 G i -G d n - 1, 
and as y centralize ~?~r,~,...,~~-~) by (3.6) and (3.7) we have 
(ii>u = y(2i-1 2j-1)(2i 2j) , 1 < i < j < n - 1. 
By the definition of i- we get at once that condition (i) in Wang’s theorem is 
fulfilled. Since 7 E Q,,,-a,,,-,,,,-,,,,~ and by our identification 
(again using (3.3) and the definition of y,) condition (ii) is fulfilled. Condition 
(iii) holds by the assumptions of our main theorem. This proves the 
proposition. 
LEMMA (3.9). (1) K =-= <%1,1,...,2n-21 3 5212n-3,212-2,2n-1,2~}). 
(2) G’ C No(K). 
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Proof. (1) Denote th e right hand side of the equation by L. Clearly 
K CL. Conversely let ‘1 = ycl zn-a)(z 2n--2) . Then T . TV E K, so 
~n(2n-3,2n-2,2n--1,2n) = !J i&n--3,2n--21 c K- 
(2) BY (3.3) Q normalizes QI, 1 . , . . ., en-2} and JZi2n-3,2n-2,2n-1.2n . So (2) 
follows from (1). 
LEMMA (3.10). D C K and t is of type 2~2, considered as imolution in K. 
Moreover CK(t) : -= K, . 
Proof. Using the definition of ~~,,,,+..,,,-~ we get that it contains ti , 
1 < i < 2n - 2. (For instance, if x satisfies (*)2,5,4 , then tr&,) = t1 .) 
Moreover ts2n--1 = t;ZnV3 and t,, -= t& , so D C K. 
What is the type of t, considered as involution in K? By (2.6) t is central 
in G, so D contains representatives of all conjugacy classes of involutions 
in G. Hence L) contains representatives of all conjugacy classes of involutions 
in K (K has n such classes). 
Suppose that t is not of type 2n in K and let t,, , A C X, be a representative 
of the involutions of type 2n in K. Then U C CK(tA). Let U be the negative 
space for t, (in K!). By (1.5) there exist an orthogonal basis for U, such that 
every element ts E D is on the form tg’, where tB’ :-= nisR ti’ and ti9 is defined 
in analogy with ti but with respect to the basis of lJ. The map B --f B is a 
boolean isomorphism and A^ = X. The type of tB in K is j 2 / or 1 B j + 1 
as to whether 1 .8 / is even or odd. Let ! 2 1 = 21 or 22 - 1 for some I, 
1 < 1 < n. As 
we get that not every set of cardinality 21 or 2E- 1 is the image under : of 
asetofcardinality2n-lor2n.LetjBI <2n-2aandiBj =21or21-1. 
Then 
contradicting (2.12). 
Hence t is of type 2n in K, so CK(t) g K, . Since K, is the only subgroup 
of CG(t) isomorphiic to K, , we get CK(t) = K, . 
COROLLARY (3.11). Q n K = 1. 
Proof. If not, we have that CK(t) contains K, as a proper subgroup, as 
Q C C,(t). This is impossible by (3.10). 
Define R := K * Q. I I? / = p . j !&,&)/. 
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Notation and assumptions as in Section 3. 
We finish the proof of the main theorem by showing 
PROPOSITIOK (4.1). If I? is a proper subgroup of G, then it is a strongly 
embedded subgroup of G. 
This clearly finishes the proof, as I? cannot be a strongly embedded 
subgroup of G. That would by Theorem 9.2.1 in [4] imply that k.? only has 
one conjugacy class of involutions. The proof of (4.1) only depends on the 
results in Section 2. We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA (4.2). Let $I and & be automorphisms of order 2 of a group H 
of odd order, such that C,($,) = C,,(&) = C. If [& , &] = 1, then 
y$ :- $b2 .
Proof By a result of R. Brauer [2, p. 3271, we have: 
If HI = 0% ~6 , A) then 
LEMMA (4.3). Let A, BE g(X) be such that / A I and i B / are odd and 
AnB = @. Then C,(t,,t,)_CC,(t)_CI?. 
Proof. Put C = C,(t, , tB) and consider 
&@> = CG(t, tA , b). 
We want to show that 
c = Cc(t) . O(C), (*I 
and to do that we apply the result of Glauberman ((2B) in [6]). 
Put Y=X-(AuB). Th en Cc(t) is an extension by Q of a subdirect 
product of 0, , 0, , and Or . Let i E A, j E B, k E Y. Then txi , txj , and tXk 
are representatives of all the conjugacy classes of involutions in Cc(t) of 
type 2n - 1. 
If t wc tx. , i E A v Y, then tg = t . te mc tx, . tB = tB,--{i} . This is 
impossible as’ ! B’ I is odd and I B’ - (i}i y / B’ I e 1. 
By symmetry t +c t-wj, j E B. Thus (*) holds (by Glauberman). 
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Let k E Y. VVc now want to show that 
i.e., that the intersection is independent of k. 
Clearly O(C) n C,(t,,J & O(C,(t, , to , tx,)). We need only show 
O(G(t, > b 3 tx,>, G Q- 
It is easily checked that there exists an element x E N,(D), such that 
x-9X,X = t, x+,x = tA”(7c} , x-9,x = t&)(k) . 
(Take an element interchanging e, :=: a and ek). Then 
Call this group C, . As x E No(D) _C No{&(D)) == N&D x Q) L NC(Q) 
we need only show that O(C,) 2 Q. But CK,(tAv~le) , tBVfR)) is a subdirect 
product of 0, , 0,) &I and Ox-(Auau~k>) = As I A L jBl, and 
/ X - (A u B u (k>)/ are all odd we find that O(CKE(t.dVtki , tBu{kj)) = 1. 
Thus ‘J(G) n G,(t,,ca 2 tB”{k)) = 1, so P(G), G&“fkJ Y 43”~k~l = 3. 
In particular O(C,) E C,(D), so it is contained in Q. We have proved (w)~ 
The elements tx, , k E Y, induce all by conjugation automorphisms of 
O(C). As they all have the same fixpoint set by (*c), they ail induce the same 
automorphism by (4.2). As / Y I is even we get t, -= JJBEy txe , so t, induces 
by conjugation the identity on O(C). Thus t, E Co(O(C)). By definition of C, 
ta , tB E C,(O(C)), so t = t,t,t, E C,(O(C)). Using (*) we get C $ Cc(t), 
proving the lemma. 
LEMMA (4.4). Let 1 < k < n - I. Assume that CG(t~2,2,...,21ct2)) g I??. 
Then also C~(tu,...,~d E I?- 
pyoof. As t{l,z,...,2k,2~ "K t~l,2,...,2k+l~ ah CG& 2 . 27c+d L a* Put , 3 .., 
c = CG(til,2,..., 2kt). Clearly t +o tx . Otherwise t{,,;,,~~~,,,~ of type 2(n - k) 
would be conjugate to t(,,,,,,,,,,,..f,,l of type 2(~ - k) + 1, contradicting 
(2.12). 
Let x E C. Then t +c tgl. 
By obvious properties of dihedral groups / tt$ : is even. Let u be the 
involution in (t . t%l), so that 
u E CG(4 t$ , tfl,,,...,,d. 
Moreover, 
tu NC 
1 
t or 
tx, - (0) 
u is an involution in C,(t) and from (0) it follows that u must be of type 1. 
Thus u is conjugate in Cc(t) to t,,, or tl , say UY = ti , y E C,-(t)(@). 
Now the involution in ((t . t$)“> = (t . ts:) is ,ti , i = 1 or 2k + 1. AS 
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xy E j? if and only if x E R we see that we may assume that u = t2K+1 or t, . 
If u = t,,,, , then 
t$ E CGkl,2,..., 2bl 3 %k,d s G@~L2,...,2Kil~) 2 a 
(by assumption), i.e., t?$- E i?. As 1 K : K [ is odd tgx E K. But then 
we know that there exists an clement x E K, such that tg, = til . Thus 
xrl E C,(t,,) E K, so x E k? and we are done. 
If u = tl , then 
by (4.3). As above we deduce x E a. 
Let now S E Syl,(E) an d assume, without loss of generality, that t E Z(S). 
By (2.5) Z(S) contains only involutions of even type, so it follows by (2.3) that 
N&(S)) G Cc(t) Z k Th us Xc(S) & NG(Z(S)) 6 a. This together with 
(4.4) implies that R is a strongly embedded subgroup of G, proving (4.1). 
Hence G == Q * K. We finally show 
LEMMA (4.5). O(G) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose not. O(G) n K Q K, and as K is simple O(G) n K = I. 
Hence [O(G), K] z K c~ O(G) : 1. Thus O(G) 2 Cc(t), so 0(&(t)) # 1, 
contradicting the assumption O(C,(t)) = 1 of our theorem. 
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Note added in proof. Recent results of W. J. Wong makes it possible to’extend the 
above theorem. Condition (iii) may be replaced by the condition n > 3 (c arbitrary). 
Thus all simple odd-dimensional orthogonal groups of odd characteristic have been 
characterized by the centralizer of type 2n involutions. 
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